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Memories of Bradbury Secondary School
from the Island of Aphrodite

I have recently read with nostalgic interest and no little fondness the 
Altrincham History Society's Occasional Paper of 21st October 2010, 
honouring Bradbury Central School 1910-1986.; and since I was a 
part  of  that  history  from 1963-1969 and maintained interest  in  it 
thereafter, I should like to add my memories of that fine school; and 
despite its shortcomings, it was a 'fine school'.

The 'Aphrodite' of the title arises from the coastal area of Petra tou 
Romiou, being the birthplace of the Greek goddess Aphrodite (in 
Roman  folklore,  Venus),  who  came  out  of  the  waves  of  the 
Mediterranean on to the rocks and temporarily rested on them for a 
while.  Her bathing place is some kilometres away near Latchi, and 
a temple devoted to her lies near Kouklia.  Aphrodite is, of course, 
renowned as the goddess of  love,  hence so many thousands of 
people of all ages marrying or re-marrying on the island.

These  ‘Memories’  will  hopefully  give  additional  flavour  to  the 
Bradbury story, and an indication of its 'atmosphere' during my six 
years in the 1960s.

In  penning  some  reminiscences  there  are  dangers:  that  one's 
memory is becoming prey to incipient decrepitude; that it is easy to 
be casual and occasionally flippant and not to be taken seriously; 
that it is easy, conversely, to imitate a tedious Victorian novelist and 
generate insomnia amongst readers.  Hopefully, I shall avoid these 
hovering  dangers  especially  since,  even  when  in  my  eighty-first 
year,  I  am advised that I  still  have full  mental  faculties although, 
physically,  the advancing years do from time to time pose minor 
problems.

From my post as general  arts faculty 'dogsbody',  after four good 
years on the staff of Crewe County Grammar School, I applied for 
an advertised post as 'Head of Geography and English' at Bradbury 
and was called for interview with three other shortlisted candidates. 
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We weighed each other up, and I felt quietly confident.
One  chap  wore  a  swanky,  colourful  blazer  and  barely  stopped 
talking, especially about knowing 'Stan' ...  Mr. S.G. Whitehead ... 
the  Deputy  Head.   Another  looked  unwashed,  unkempt  and 
sprawled his legs across a chair.  The third young man huddled like 
an  oversized  Persian  cat  in  the  middle  of  the  room,  and  said 
nothing.  I felt moderately confident now.

The interview in the Headmaster's room was chaired by Mr. H.B. 
Moore,  the  avuncular  Chairman  of  Governors,  with  Miss  Bertha 
Carruthers,  County  Advisor  a  formidable  presence;  and Mr.  Don 
Camplejohn the Divisional Education Officer towering above all.  Mr. 
Bill Terry, the Head, weighed me up searchingly: the questions and 
fluent answers happily flowed, but my surprise was palpable when 
Miss Carruthers said that the Head of Department post was really 
Head of Lower School, and asked if I was interested.  It seemed a 
strange if not quirky request!  After a few preliminary enquiries, of 
course I said 'yes'; and after a short wait, I was re-called and offered 
the post which I had not actually turned up for.  I accepted with the 
customary basic courtesies, was well received, and thus began six 
very happy , rewarding years at Bradbury.

Both Peter Braun and Richard Hagon list staff of the middle to late 
1960s and memories flood back: Peter's list first.  Arthur Prescott, 
now in his early nineties, and I became very close colleagues and 
friends; and we are still in touch a couple of times a year.  Without 
doubt, he remains one of the finest teachers it has ever been my 
privilege  to  work  with  and  he  saw  education  as  a  means  for 
advancement for every child: both learning advancement and social 
development in full measure.  Arthur and Alice, now 94-95, live in 
Marple Bridge.   During those halcyon years we undertook many 
projects  together,  including  the  complete  reconstruction  of  the 
engine of the Bradbury coach, which saw long and valiant service. 
Arthur stripped the whole edifice, I cleaned the parts not having a 
clue  'what  was  what'.  And  then  Arthur  put  it  all  together  again. 
Margaret Bailey, who had kept us supplied with refreshments, had 
the honour  of  switching-on:  and inevitably,  the cylinders  fired as 
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demanded.   'A.P.'  ...  a  truly  great  man.   Field  studies  across 
Cheshire and North Wales, and into Lancashire including the Wigan 
Alps;  weekends and camping holidays at  Towyn, Merionethshire, 
with trips on the Talyllyn Railway;  theatre visits to Stoke, Bolton, 
Manchester, Chester and once, infamously, to a laughably ghastly 
mis-production  in  Crewe  were  all  undertaken  with  immense 
enthusiasm and, inevitably, approbation all round.  Arthur and John 
Thomas shared driving, with occasionally Margaret Bailey proving a 
point: and always a dedicated chaperone and satisfying cook when 
needed.

Arthur, John and Margaret and I twice camped in Brittany, and once 
with Andrea Brookes (later Crosby); and again Margaret was the 
indefatigable  and  inventive  cook.   Only  once was  there  a  slight 
hiccup  when  she  ordered  'quatre-vingt  pêches'  instead  of  'vingt 
quatre'!   Arthur,  John and I  never  quite  understood though why, 
when shopping, we always bought kilos of potatoes first and lugged 
them across towns.  Andrea Brookes made a massive impact: to 
such a degree that, later, I encouraged Vi Hollowood, the then Head 
of Wellington Girls', to interview her for the Head of French.  She 
did and so began a long and most successful new career and, later, 
marriage  to  Arthur  Crosby.   David  Hickling  was  a  delightful 
colleague,  a  very  good  staff  member  and  a  humourist  of 
extraordinary wit and occasional flashes of inspiration.  There was a 
morning assembly when Bill Terry was inviting pupils to ask family 
lady members if there would be interest in a cleaning post in the 
school.  As was his way, from time to time in comments, Bill could 
emphasise the wrong words: in this instance the emphasis was put 
on 'lady cleaner'  instead of  'lady  cleaner'.   David quickly drew a 
sketch of an horizontally-bedded lady ... naked of course ... with a 
gentleman (sic) busily hoovering above.  First Arthur and then this 
unsuspecting  colleague  were  victims  of  David's  quick  retort. 
Suppressing laughter when on view, especially in front of Bill and 
Stan Whitehead, was not easy.   David moved on to a school  in 
Sale, and a senior post.

Jim Burbage was of what is often called 'the old school'.  Brought 
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up in  Liverpool,  Jim  was  ideally  suited  to  teach  the  vitally  hard 
disciplines of scrupulous attentiveness in woodwork, and especially 
metalwork.   Woe  betide  any  miscreant  who  strayed!   However, 
underneath that doleful and superficially rigid exterior was a lovable 
and loving man with a heart of gold: and a very fine teacher.  He 
was also a kindly, generous and good friend for quite a few years 
after retirement; and I visited him three times in his new home in 
Richmond, Yorkshire: halfway between his son in Middlesborough 
and daughter in Reith.  I was deeply saddened by his death in his 
early  seventies.   I  still  fondly  remember  his  howlers  in  House 
Assembly  'Come  out  those  of  you  who've  been  censored';  vice 
'censured'!  And of course the not infrequent clouts with a slipper if 
a  wayward  lad had not  bowed to  the  right  or  left  when passing 
Prospect Drive, along the Hale to Wilmslow Road which was Jim's 
'inner sanctum'.

I made a could-have-been fatal error very, very early in my days at 
Bradbury.  I had wandered into the Lower Staff Room (there was 
another at the end of the balcony) and sat down in a comfortable 
arm  chair.   First  major  mistake!   All  hell  was  let  loose  when 
'Queenie' entered: her invective was unrepeatable here, but those 
who knew and loved her would know what I mean.

'Queenie'  took  upon  herself  the  rôle  of  school  nurse,  first-aider, 
doctor-in-waiting,  stretcher  bearer  ...  whatever  the  need.   I 
remember one day, when Bill Terry asked me to call in Mrs Burke as 
he had developed a rash on his shoulders; so I did as requested 
and put  the 'engaged'  sign across the door.   Bill  stripped to  the 
waist and Queenie said, “I think you've got measles, pet.”  I partly 
agreed, but added that I thought it could be German measles as 
some marks resembled what shaped like swastikas.  Neither Bill 
nor Queenie was remotely amused!  Anyway the rash soon cleared, 
apparently, and no more was said.

Mrs Burke founded the Antiquarian Society,  and many enjoyable 
and valuably stimulating visits  were organised.   'Queenie'  was a 
good  soul  and  she  and  Frank,  her  teacher  husband  at  Sale 
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Grammar,  were a much-loved couple.   Again one felt  something 
special working with such a lively and spirited colleague.

Selwyn  Griffiths,  'Griff',  an  articulate  South  Walian,  was  a  fine 
teacher of Maths, Head of the Evening Institute and, later, had an 
extended career first at Wellington Boys' and then Wellington Girls'. 
'Griff'  and  Norman  Bispham  were  almost  inseparable  and  Griff 
teased Norman, at times quite shamelessly, but all in good heart.

Les  Evans,  immaculate,  efficient,  reliable  and  imbued  with  the 
highest standards of professionalism was not only a superb teacher, 
but a true and honourable friend to many: staff  and pupils alike. 
Apart  from being  Head  of  the  Practical  Department,  Les  taught 
Games and refereed school  matches,  even into  his  sixties.   My 
personal friendship with Les ... and Mair his Caernarvonshire-born 
wife ... long outlasted our time at Bradbury, and Les's death at 79 
was a huge shock to everyone in his family and who knew him.

A wonderfully happy memory of Les Evans is of the 'farewell  do' 
which a group of us, with the connivance of Mair, were able to give 
him at the Well Green Inn.  We were able to connect with old friends 
and  former  colleagues  to  ensure  a  lovely  evening  of  gratitude, 
nostalgia and immense happiness.  Many came quite a distance to 
be present and Les was graciously moved.

Duncan Rutter, a Lancashire lad through and through, was loved 
and respected by everyone.  As Head of Religious Education, and 
Lay  Methodist  Preacher  outside  of  school,  he  brought  to  his 
teaching  and  all  his  commitments  and  out-of-school  activities  a 
spiritual  energy  and  depth  of  human  understanding  and 
compassion which inspired that love and respect.  Later he became 
School Librarian, and was joined by Pauline Giles in the teaching of 
R.E.

Duncan Rutter and I organised school educational holidays ... they 
were hard work as well as immense pleasure ... to Onchan, near 
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Douglas, Isle of Man; to Bray near Dublin in the Republic of Ireland; 
and to  Rothsay,  Isle  of  Bute,  Scotland.   They  were  activity  and 
culture weeks and were enjoyed by all who participated, except one 
boy who was bored at the Cowal Highland Games!  At the time of 
his expression of boredom, field and track activities included tossing 
the caber, the high jump and one hundred metres heats.  Poor lad! 
Duncan was not amused and said so, richly and diversely.  They 
were memorable weeks and one delightful story comes to mind,

One particular day, groups decided amongst themselves how they 
wished to spend the day: this was when we were staying in Bray. 
Sue Henry (Art) and I took nine girls by train to Dublin to ramble and 
explore the city and experience its atmosphere.  After many hours 
with increasing tiredness, Sue suggested that we might treat the 
party to ice creams, so we found a suitable retreat and a table to 
seat  the  eleven of  us.   We ordered eleven 'knickerbocker  glory' 
portions:  the  waitress's  face  was  a  picture  of  amazement  and 
delight.

After a few moments I noticed a middle-aged gentleman at a nearby 
table, smiling warmly and rather approvingly in our direction.  He 
came over. He spoke to Sue.  “My child,” he said, “Blessed art thou 
amongst  women:  thou  hast  found  favour  with  God.”   Sue  was 
stunned for a moment and then exploded, “Good God, they're not 
mine!”   One  could  but  sympathise  with  her  predicament  even 
though, deep down, both she and I were highly amused: and so 
were the girls.

John Thomas, of  farming stock from Rhosesmor in North Wales, 
was Head of Physical Education during my time in Bradbury; and 
we worked very closely together, as I was committed to coaching 
and  supervising  Under  XIV  Soccer  and  cricket  teams.   Some 
weekends from September to April, as many as fifty-five  boys alone 
were to be seen on the playing fields of North Cheshire and as far 
afield as Northwich.  John was likeable to a fault, since there were 
occasions when discipline slipped just  a little,  especially  in  early 
days.   However,  he  worked  extremely  hard  and  showed 
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increasingly impressive teaching and organisational skills; and he 
was  a  supremely  convivial  colleague  for  out-of-school  activities, 
school camps and holidays.

David Wilson's time in Bradbury was quite short: he moved on to a 
private school in Buxton, Derbyshire where he remained for many 
years before retiring to Laxey in the Isle of Man.  David was another 
delightful colleague, an excellent scientist and gifted teacher.  We 
became very close friends and maintained that friendship well into 
Buxton days; and thereafter by snail mail between Cyprus and the 
Isle of Man.  Very sadly, David developed Parkinson's Disease, and 
equally sadly there has been no communication from the Isle of 
Man for quite a few years.  One fears the worst.  David sometimes 
shyly  related  how his  father  had  taught  Harold  Wilson at  Wirral 
Grammar School.

Norman Bispham was a very wise and knowledgeable colleague, 
but discipline was not a strong point and, far too often, he endured 
classroom difficulties which he seemed ill-equipped to overcome. 
Nonetheless, much of the craft work was of a very high quality; and 
Norman's  work  for  colleagues  as  a  committed  member  of  the 
Cheshire County Association of Teachers, within the National Union 
of Teachers, was praiseworthy.  Miss Hollowood, later Mrs Vines, 
the Headmistress of Wellington Girl's School, recruited Norman to 
teach photography and lapidary  especially,  but  also  other  crafts; 
and he later told me that his Wellington years were the happiest of 
his career.

I had heard quite a lot about 'Stan', Mr S.G. Whitehead, the Deputy 
Head and Head of French, from a fellow interviewee: and, overall, 
the reality fitted the image.  As Deputy to Mr. Terry, Stan was loyal 
and reliable; as a teacher of French, I  believe he compared well 
with any; as a colleague there was an element of unease from time-
to-time but generally we got on well together and he was a good 
standard-bearer for progressive education. 

I didn't know Peter Braun terribly well, but what I saw I liked very 
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much and he was an excellent and jovial member of staff and a fine, 
holistic teacher, well respected by pupils, with good reason.

Richard  Hagon  mentions  Mr  (Geoff)  Booth  and  Mr  (Graham) 
Kellock of the Maths team.  It would be difficult to imagine two more 
contrasting  figures,  both  in  shape  and  size,  and  characteristics. 
Geoff  was  comfortably  rotund,  smoked  the  most  fragrant  pipe 
tobacco and seemed utterly unruffled by anything.  Graham was tall 
and wiry with an almost sardonic sense of humour, but he was a 
fine  mathematician  and,  in  many  conversations  we  enjoyed 
professionally and socially,  showed clear signs of good things to 
come.  Later in his career Graham became Headmaster of a very 
prestigious private school: it all began in Bradbury!  As a footnote, it 
is pertinent to comment that Graham and Bill Terry developed an 
almost unapologetic dislike of each other, but Bill would have given 
Graham a very fair reference when he left Bradbury.

Both Peter Braun and Richard Hagon refer to lady members of staff 
and,  of  all  of  them,  Margaret  Bailey  stands head and shoulders 
above, even though many they mention were excellent teachers, 
fine  colleagues  and,  socially,  very  approachable  and  good 
companions.   Margaret  excelled  in  all  she undertook:  the  highly 
organised and eclectic teaching of music; directing the outstanding 
brass bands of  successive years and contributing to  the cultural 
impact  of  Bradbury  in  the  community;  getting  'stuck-in'  with 
countless camping and holiday experiences;  displaying intra  and 
inter-personal skill of high quality.  It was no surprise, therefore, that 
Margaret,  in  due  course  became  Deputy  Head  of  a  demanding 
secondary school in Crewe.  We happily still keep in touch.

Both Joyce Bates and Margaret Comar served Bradbury well, and 
contributed much to the Humanities faculty, notably in organising, 
leading or supporting Field and Course Work in Geography; also to 
the  staffroom  bringing  a  breadth  of  experiences  outside  of  the 
educational  parameters  which,  I   believe,  greatly  enriched  their 
teaching.  I, personally, much valued their vision, good humour and 
wide educational skills.  They were good staff colleagues.
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Lilian  Docker,  as  Deputy  Head  and  English  specialist,  was 
approaching the closing stages of  her long career during my six 
years in Bradbury.  She was a most gracious lady and delightful 
colleague in many ways,  but  she could be highly frustrating and 
irritating  with  regard,  especially,  to  administration  not  least 
deadlines for reports.  I think I was not alone in believing that Miss 
Docker  was  beginning  to  feel  the  pressures  of  her  rôle  rather 
overpowering,  and there  was  a  deepening sadness,  accordingly. 
After her retirement, Arthur Prescott and I visited Lilian in her home 
not far from the school.  She was not very well  by then, but the 
influence she had on Bradbury ranks high in its illustrious history.

Diana McGregor,  Ann  Cooper,  Sue  Henry  and  Elaine  Dransfield 
(later  Gardiner)  were  notable  colleagues  who  contributed  to  the 
ethos and well-being of Bradbury, and the educational and social 
enhancement of its pupils in many varied ways.  Diana and Sue 
were  bubbly  personalities  and  had  that  special  communicative 
knack of relating well towards their pupils.  Ann was a brilliant Art 
teacher who later enjoyed a distinguished career on the Wellington 
campus.   Elaine,  too  made  her  mark,  notably  in  the  Home 
Economics Department.

The Head of Home Economics was Margaret Searle, peerless in 
formal  yet  sensitive  discipline  ...  essential  in  the  H.E. 
Environment ... whose creative skills she transmitted to the pupils; 
with  demonstrations  and  exhibitions  on  Open  Days  approvingly 
admired.  Over all, the standards in House Economics across the 
school  were  very  high,  much  due  to  Margaret's  professional 
standards and discerning leadership.

The  other  Margaret,  Mrs  Helm,  led  the  Commercial  side  of  the 
curriculum and again, the standards were very high.  Margaret was 
a wise and experienced teacher and an highly-respected Head of 
Department.  The other ladies mentioned were the Misses Fosbrook 
and Giles; and Mrs Armstrong, together with Miss Foote and Miss 
Berry.   Whereas  it  was  comparatively  easy  to  relate  to  Miss 
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Fosbrook,  Miss  Giles  and  Mrs  Armstrong  and  converse  via 
Christian  names,  for  newcomers  it  was  unthinkable  to  refer  to 
Barbara (Foote) or Edith (Berry).  It was just not done!

Whether Miss Berry and Miss Foote were fellow-protagonists of an 
invidious  system,  or  victims  of  it  perhaps  it  is  difficult  to  say. 
Nonetheless,  the  procedures  written  into  the  curriculum wherein 
pupils undertook servile duties in School House were, in my view 
degrading and humiliating; and preserved and viciously maintained 
a  system  of  educational  apartheid  which  had  no  place  in  an 
enlightened society.  However, because of Alternative Courses, a 
divisive  mindset  amongst  the  educational  establishment,  such  a 
system prevailed for far too long.  Praise God for 'Options'!

One of Miss Berry's assumed rôles was to tour the staff rooms or 
class rooms at the end of a month to advise that “the cheques have 
arrived.”   It  is  hard to believe in this post-modern and advanced 
technological  age,  that  staff  were paid by cheque via the school 
Headteacher, who surreptitiously handed the slips to each member 
of  staff,  even  whilst  teaching,  with  a  sort  of  backhand  gesture 
through a slightly-opened door!  This had been my experience in 
Crewe Grammar School, too, and it was not until the mid-seventies 
that  the  situation  became  more  dignified,  when  Miss  Hollowood 
(Mrs  Vines)  agreed  that  the  cheques  could  be  enclosed  in 
envelopes; but the envelopes had to be returned to the office once 
she had handed them personally to staff in the staffroom: progress 
indeed!

I last saw Miss Foote, with a walking stick and rather stooping, at 
Les Evans's funeral,  when she was hosted by Norman Bispham. 
Even then she was somewhat  forceful,  even at  such a time.   It 
would be fair to say that, whilst the said lady probably did not have 
an  innate  antipathy  towards  children,  the  reverse  may  not  have 
been the  case from the  perspective of  many children under  her 
charge: all somewhat sad really, but she did have her followers and 
admirers.

Freda Armstrong, petite and cheery, was very much respected and 
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appreciated;  for  her,  teaching  was  a  joy  and  children  to  be 
cherished and nurtured.  Pauline Giles was a somewhat reserved 
and  sober  colleague,  maybe  taking  her  calling  as  teacher  of 
Religious  Education  too  seriously.   Nevertheless,  Pauline  was 
sincere  and  genuine  and  maintained  good  standards.   It  is 
unfortunate that  I  cannot recall  Miss Fosbrook's first  or  Christian 
name; however I do recall that she was a bright, sparky young lady 
and at least one member of the male staff took a shine to her, but 
married elsewhere.

Other  Bradbury  staff  with  whom  I  worked,  either  directly  in  the 
school  or  thereafter,  were  Bill  Richardson,  Brian Messenger  and 
Desmond Lilley: Woodwork, Maths and English respectively.  They 
were good teachers and colleagues; and the comparatively early 
death  of  both  Bill  and  Brian  left  a  huge  gap  in  their  families, 
amongst their teacher colleagues and pupils: and they were greatly 
missed.  I think there were not a few occasions when Bill responded 
'appropriately' to the request of pupils sent down to the Woodwork 
room for a 'long stand'  or 'a glass hammer'.   Good humour was 
never far from the surface in those very happy days and the boys, 
especially,  never felt  any malice or anger:  all  was taken in good 
heart.

Throughout the Bradbury years Bill Terry was 'the boss'.  It would be 
entirely fair to say that there was a small core of staff members for 
whom Bill could do nothing right, although superficially to his face, 
they were polite and supportive.  To them, Mr Shuard, the Head in 
the 1930s and 40s ... 'the old man' ... was revered beyond reason; 
and frankly, one tired of such adoration and sycophantic puerility. 
Not  even Messrs Rigby or  Bradshaw were given such credibility 
and dutiful reverence as Mr, Shuard.  Indeed, he clearly was a very 
fine Headmaster and thus highly respected and admired; and he 
achieved great status for Bradbury.  However, Bill Terry was a good 
man, very experienced in education theory and practice:  a man, 
always,  of  immaculate  appearance,  high standards of  moral  and 
ethical behaviour, and a man of immense courage and integrity.  To 
actually  'like'  Bill  was  not  easy,  initially:  formality  and  protocol 
presented a barrier.   However, in relaxed moments, especially in 
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extra-curricular and sporting activities, Bill could be huge fun, very 
entertaining and gregarious.  

If, at times, within the school he took things a little too seriously and 
could not quite grasp when he was having his leg pulled, Bill Terry 
was a superb Head, good to work for and with.  There were some 
occasions when he could be infuriating: stock-taking days were an 
annual nightmare and no staff colleague would dispute this, I am 
confident.  Bill drove his staff hard, but he did so by example.  That I 
still cherish his leadership and idiosyncrasies nearly fifty years on, 
says much for the impact he made.  Such quirks as, “I ask myself a 
question” ...  “Do you follow?” ... “I wonder what he's thinking” often 
when tapping his teeth with an arm of his spectacles, still bring an 
almost idiotic smile.  It was always a delight to receive a Christmas 
greeting from 'Bill  and Cynthia'  over many later  years.    Cynthia 
Terry never intruded into school life, but always showed immense, 
maternal  interest  in  everything  Bradbury,  notably  Bill's  work  and 
needs, as he was not a car driver.  Perhaps she was the perfect 
Headmaster's wife.

I have, so far, not written about two other significant figures.  A. L. 
'Laurie' Jones and H.J. 'Jim' Evans.  I was never sure of Laurie's 
true calling: was it Science, or Music, or both?  After many years 
serving Bradbury, Laurie enjoyed a long career at Wellington Boys' 
School as Head (was there any other ?) of Music and as occasional 
organist  at  Altrincham  Crematorium:  indeed  he  played  for  Les 
Evans's  funeral.   Laurie  was  one  of  the  'old  guard'  if  one  may 
judiciously put it, and there was very little love lost between him and 
Bill Terry.  I hope it may not seem too ungracious, but there were 
times when one wondered if Laurie had a grudge against pianos, as 
delicacy of touch did not often appear a strong point in his favour. 
Nonetheless,  nobody could  doubt  Laurie's  expansive enthusiasm 
for music and his unquestionable skill in bringing together diverse 
elements: and he was such a cheerful colleague, too.  Perhaps with 
his Science-Music twosome, he gave new meaning to 'the music of 
the spheres'!
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Jim Evans succeeded Stan Whitehead as Deputy Head when Stan 
moved on to an inspectorate with an Art College.  Jim also became 
Head  of  Geography,  which  meant  that  this  writer  became more 
thoroughly centred on the teaching of English.  I don't think Jim and 
I were ever too sure of each other; eventually he went farming in 
Arkwright country and, ultimately, in Scotland.  Of course I had long 
since moved on.

My  own  career,  post-Bradbury  is  not  especially  relevant  to  this 
article and set of memories and reflections.  Suffice to say, however, 
the  impact  which  Bradbury  had  on  my  further  career  was 
incalculable:  the  Headmaster,  staff  colleagues,  governors  and 
parents, friends of the school … and pupils!  The photographs of the 
Bradbury  Brass  Band  and  a  very  circumspect  and  magisterial 
Margaret  Bailey,  their  superb  trainer  and  conductor,  jolts  my 
memory with clear recognition and recollections of Brian, Richard, 
Philip, David, Robert, Charlie, David R., Peter, John et al; and vivid 
mind's eye recollections of Philip Deadman and John Tomlins; and 
Alistair Ian Hulme, sadly to die very young; also Charles Blain, an 
outstanding cricketer of county class.

Can one forget Dave Hickling atop a huge ladder (and he was tall) 
affixing Christmas decorations to the Assembly Hall ceiling; or the 
production of 'the Mikado'; or John Thomas clinging to a lamp-post 
in France; or the police car travelling behind the bus bringing a pupil 
we had left behind (accidentally, not deliberately) when camping in 
Brittany;  or  Bill  Terry  on  an  infamous  Stocktaking  Day  berating 
David  Wilson  ...  “Every  inkwell,  Mr.  Wilson,  every  desk,  every 
cupboard: do you follow?”  And Duncan Rutter delightfully noting 
from his newspaper that Wigan Rugby League had beaten Bradford 
Northern whilst we were holidaying around the Kyles of Bute; and a 
lofty seagull dropped its calling-card on the paper.  Quick as a flash 
Duncan exclaimed “Obviously a Bradford Northern supporter!”

There was that end of term Christmas get-together, mid-afternoon 
at an Altrincham hostelry: and the snow was giving the landscape 
that inimitable seasonal cheer.  Everybody, yes everybody, had that 
joyous glow of contentment, perhaps relief at the end of term, and 
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good will to all.  In many ways that was the character and ethos of 
Bradbury:  'goodwill  to  all'.   Perhaps  one  could  justifiably  add 
'excellence in everything attempted'.

Several other names of staff colleagues have come to mind late; not 
deliberately,  but  perhaps  through  a  touch  of  anno  domini.   Mrs 
Margaret  (or  was  it  Margedd)  Evans  taught  in  the  Humanities 
Department, and was married to the Rev'd J. Islwyn Evans, Minister 
of the Congregational Church in Heyes Lane, Timperley.  They both 
moved on to Chester where Islwyn ministered from Vicars Cross 
Congregational Church.  Mrs Evans was Secretary of the Parent-
Teachers' Association and I believe I succeeded her after she left.

Succeeding  Les  Evans  was  Peter  Cunliffe:  a  more  contrasting 
personality it is hard to imagine; and Peter very soon stamped his 
views on to the face of Bradbury, radically different to those of Les. 
In due course, I happened to work with Mrs Cunliffe for a time later, 
in Wellington Girls' School and I felt that she and Peter were well 
suited to each other in educational matters.

Another person of unique character was Mrs Marie Armstrong, the 
formidable  School  Secretary,  who  later  moved  on  to  become 
Practice  Secretary  for  Drs  Brown  and  Scotson  on  Park  Road, 
Timperley.  This Middlesbrough-born lady 'knew her stuff' and was a 
most efficient, reliable and helpful secretary to the Headmaster and 
staff.

Quite a few contributors  to the 'Bradbury Central'  article refer  to 
Speech Days.  One I especially remember was held in the School 
Hall, and the Guest of Honour was E.A. Armitage, the Director of 
Education for Cheshire, before the days when the whole area was 
renamed Trafford.  Mr. Armitage, apparently came from Brighouse, 
'Briggass' as he and Mr H.B. Moore, Chairman of the Governors 
constantly  referred  to  it,  in  a  duo performance of  much wit  and 
humour.   The customary “where there's  muck there's  brass”  had 
several  creditable  mentions.   Interestingly,  at  this  time,  headed 
notepaper from the Education Department in County Hall  was all 
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'lower  case'  and  it  caused  some  little  concern  for  teachers  of 
English!  However, unbeknown to us then, we were on the cusp of a 
technological  revolution  which  would  seriously  and  critically 
challenge the traditional teaching of English, as new sub-cultures 
came to the fore, and proliferate in these post-modern times.

On Speech Days, the stars and high achievers were all rightly and 
dutifully heralded and praised; but over the years I innately had a 
deep sympathy for the hard workers who always gave their best, 
but could never achieve the kind of success which was so openly 
applauded.  And now in the decades of the twenty-first century we 
have League Tables!
I  recall  a  number  of  Harvest  Thanksgiving  and  Christmas  Carol 
Services  in  the  School  Hall.   Mr  Terry  was  very  keen  to 
acknowledge  such traditional  expressions  of  gratitude,  especially 
since the school was on the edge of a vast agricultural community, 
and quite a number of pupils were of farming stock.  At Christmas 
time the choirs and band were able to show their mettle and the 
value  of  their  expert  training,  and  'goodwill'  prevailed  heartily. 
Christmas was always a very happy time in the school; and it was 
not  just  because of  decorations,  carols and end-of-term.   It  was 
something special about the whole ethos of Bradbury.

Reference was made by Peter Braun to 'Activities'.  It was Bill Terry 
who initiated the 'Activities Club' each Wednesday evening, and a 
'Prefects'  Club'  each  Friday.   Staff  were  encouraged  to  offer  or 
support an activity and there was invariably a fairly lively, supportive 
response with activities many and varied.  These evenings gave the 
pupils  a  real  opportunity  to  engage  in  purposeful  and  gainful 
recreation,  exercise  both  mentally  and  physically,  to  show 
leadership and learn teamwork; and to relate to one another in a 
relaxed, though supervised environment.  It is relevant to note that 
Bill Terry rarely failed to attend both each week: and he was not a 
little accomplished in Table Tennis, Badminton and Cricket.  He also 
liked winning, if possible!

One evening there was a celebration, I think of the birthday of a 
young lady member of staff, whose name has has these last few 
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minutes  zoomed into  focus:  Jean Weightman.   We often  talk  of 
concatenation in our daily round and a particular incident has come 
back to mind.

A group of staff had journeyed to the 'Greyhound Inn' in Ashley, and 
as  befits  'celebration',  enjoyed  a  convivial  evening.   When  it 
became time to  leave,  if  I  recall  correctly,  Jean left  via her  own 
transport; it may even have been by bicycle.  John Thomas, Arthur 
Prescott and I left in Stan Whitehead's car.  Now whether Stan was 
aiming to  emulate  Stirling  Moss or  Jacky  Stewart  or  there  were 
other reasons, he drove like a demon, despite pleas to 'relax' ... or 
words to that effect!  Let us say that it was the camber of the road 
and the hump of the railway bridge which was the cause, but the 
next thing we knew was that the car was securely embedded in a 
ploughed  field  and  a  boundary  fence  was  not  looking  healthy. 
Crisis?  What crisis?  We decided, collectively, to leave the car in 
situ: frankly, we had no alternative; and we walked towards Hale, 
by-passing  the  Prescott  residence,  and  de-camping  in  Diana 
McGregor's  apartment  for  deep consultation.   The plan adopted, 
since  no  one  was  hurt,  no  one  else  had  been  involved  and 
consequences were not too cheering ... press, senior members of a 
teaching staff etc., the plan was to call the garage nearby for the car 
to be towed away and repaired; and for each of us to say absolutely 
nothing: over all, a sensible and wise decision.  However, Robert 
Burns had a phrase for it, regarding 'best laid plans'.

We had not bargained for the fact that Mr Griffiths and Mr Bispham 
frequently went out for lunch, as they did on the following day: and 
yes, they drove past the garage where Stan Whitehead's car lay in 
wait.   Predictably  and  inevitably,  the  duo  pursued  further 
'investigation' and felt it appropriate to advise Bill Terry.  As is often 
said, “the rest is history.”  I know not what Bill said to Stan or my 
colleagues, but I suspect it was not “have a nice day” if his quizzing 
and reprimanding of me was anything to go by.  And, of course, he 
was right to be angry and disappointed.  However, the matter was 
closed and nothing more was said.  I assuredly got the message as, 
I expect, so did my colleagues.
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One bygone incident related to me by Les Evans gives a flavour of 
limited spending power in requisitioning new stock and equipment; 
and  also  a  flavour  of  staff-Head  relationships.   This  was  in  Mr 
Shuard's time.

Les was, apparently, keen to add to the stock of footballs and asked 
Mr.  Shuard in  a  staff  meeting if  the  stock could  be replenished. 
Without  batting  an  eyelid,  Mr  Shuard  responded,  “What  is  the 
position regarding the  balls,  Mr  Eevans?”  (Apparently  he always 
stressed the 'E').  Les, straight-faced, so he told me, replied “One, 
Mr Shuard.”  It  would appear that 'the old man' was not keen to 
spend, so Fred Thorne had chirped-up, “Well you have the School 
fund to play with Mr Shuard,” to which the prompt retort had been, 
“We do not play with the school fund, Mr Thorne,” with Shuard in 
apparently  characteristic  mode,  clicking  his  fingers  together.   Of 
such utterly 'ridiculous' stories is folklore made!

Reflecting  further,  I  recall  one  story  regarding  Jim  Burbage.   A 
former pupil told me that he returned to Bradbury some time after 
he had left and went to pay his respects to Jim in the Metalwork 
Room office.  Jim was standing, face downwards, studying some 
papers.  This was the ensuing conversation and actions:

“Hello, sir, how are you?”
Wham! With a not-too-gentle swing of his right arm.
“Hey, sir, I left two years ago.”
“Well that's for coming back.”
There followed a broad smile, a welcoming hug and ... 
“How are you doing, son, it's nice to see you again.”
Then a convivial busy chat.  Just imagine such a scene of 'affection' 
today!

Jim  Burbage  used  to  relate  how  he  embraced  the  motorway 
journeys to and from family in Yorkshire and the North East, before 
settling in Richmond.  He told me, “I travel up and down the middle 
lane, so that traffic can pass me on either side” and he was deadly 
serious.  He used to relate, too, how his sister Peggie would ring 
him prior to a General Election asking for advice on who to vote for 
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and, again, he was deadly serious.  What treasured memories of a 
lovely man to hold on to.

The 1960s saw the inauguration of a new examination system in 
secondary schools, the Certificate of Secondary Education (C.S.E.) 
and it was intended to widen the scope of educational opportunity 
and  give  every  pupil  the  chance  of  academic  success.   It  also 
introduced  an  interesting  range  of  ‘new'  subjects  such  as 
Government and Citizenship and Community Studies.  Additionally, 
in many subjects such as the Sciences and Geography, Field Work 
was  to  be  examined  as  an  integral,  internally-marked  and 
externally-moderated  component.   Indeed  'Geography  for  the 
School Leaver' (G.Y.S.L.) became an optional choice of course, but 
not  all  teachers  were  happy.  How  would  choices  be  finalised 
between  C.S.E.  and  General  Certificate  of  Education  (G.C.E.)? 
Could  there  be  a  dual  entry,  hedging  bets?   Would  parents  be 
happy?  Would employers regard passes sufficiently worthy?  All 
these  kinds  of  questions  posed  problems  for  teachers  and 
Headteachers alike.

I recall Arthur Prescott grading his C.S.E. Technical Drawing pupils 
with a top classification, because he was convinced they would all 
pass their G.C.E.  Needless to say the Moderator, Dick Sears, a 
colleague at my former School Crewe Grammar, shot up the M6 
smartly  to  ferret  and  draw  conclusions.   He  departed  entirely 
satisfied.  'A.P.' was rarely wrong in his assessment and judgement. 
Nonetheless, difficulties were real, and the life-span of the C.S.E. 
was  comparatively  short.   In  due  course,  the  new  General 
Certificate of Secondary Education (G.C.S.E.) and the International 
G.C.S.E.  were  introduced,  and have survived the  vicissitudes of 
time  and  the  whims  and  political  ideologies  of  successive 
governments.

Of further acute interest for teachers, indeed of deep concern for 
many, was the expansion of the Comprehensive School movement 
in  education,  which  of  course  meant  no  selection  by  external 
examination ... the Eleven Plus (11+) ... as it is known.  How would 
the vested interests of the Grammar Schools react?  Would there 
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be monumental battles at both national and local government level? 
Could  there  be  a  veritable  'crunch-time'  whereby  nationally  a 
Socialist government might be confronted by a Conservative Local 
Authority?  Or vice versa?  Ideology would, inevitably, come to the 
fore.  However, would educational fairness, equality of opportunity 
for  all  be  a  pointed  consideration?   Again,  this  is  now  ancient 
history.  

Richard Hagon in his contribution to the paper wrote, “In my day the 
fabric of  the school was showing its age, but funding was never 
provided  to  substantially  refurbish  it.”   The  key  word  here  is 
'substantially'.  During the 1960s there were quite a few 'interested 
parties'  who were aware that refurbishment was long overdue,  and 
that  basic  facilities  such  as  hot  water  showers  and  sensitive 
changing rooms ought to be provided for P. E. Games and Athletics 
activities.

I remember that there were letters in the local newspaper pleading 
for a fairer share of the educational spending budget, and indeed 
pointing  out  the  not  inconsiderable  difference  in  per  capita 
expenditure  between  Grammar  and  Secondary  Modern  Schools: 
observing that Bradbury School was in danger of becoming a poor 
relation  in  the  family  of  schools.   Predictably,  there  was  an 
immediate response from local councillors and indeed, the Teacher 
Representative on the Education Committee who might have been 
thought not to be doing his job with due equanimity.

Happily, in due course hot water showers, proper changing facilities 
and  other  fabric  improvements  were  made,  including  extensive 
redecoration  of  the  whole  school;  and  the  situation  was  much 
brighter in practice and emotionally.  Whilst Bill Terry was, of course, 
delighted in the long term with the improvements to Bradbury, his 
immediate reaction upon reading the newspaper columns was deep 
concern  that  the  Divisional  Education  Officer  might  hold  him 
personally  responsible  for  the  activities  of  others!   However,  the 
immediate  storm  passed  comfortably  and  there  was  much 
satisfaction  as  the  improvements  were  made.   Nonetheless, 
Richard  was  right  in  that  'substantially'  does  suggest  that  more 
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should have been done.

Perhaps  I  may  be  permitted  one  penultimate  footnote.   All 
connected with  Bradbury,  assuredly  hold  Captain  Edward  Kinder 
Bradbury  V.C.  in  the  highest  possible  esteem,  and  honour  his 
memory.  Doubtless a generation or more of pupils of Wellington 
Boys'  School  honour and still  talk about the heroic deeds of  Bill 
Speakman  V.C.,  now  happily  resident  in  the  Royal  Hospital 
Chelsea, as one of the celebrated Chelsea Pensioners.  So be it.  I 
do remember a  cup being awarded for  competition between the 
Soccer  First  Elevens  of  Bradbury  and  Wellington  and,  indeed, 
matches being played soon thereafter, for the Victoria Cup.  After 
the demise and demolition of Bradbury as a school, what happened 
to the Victoria Cup?  Let us hope that these two valiant and brave 
men  are  still  honoured  in  a  tangible  way,  as  befits  their 
achievements.

It is entirely proper that, from time to time, students spend time in 
schools on teaching practice.  One such student came under my 
wing for some lessons teaching English in Bradbury.  He seemed a 
decent sort of chap and, after some preliminary comments, stated 
his intention for the pupils to engage in free writing, the 'in thing' 
apparently.  So he told the class to close and shield their eyes and, 
in a few moments, to write down the first words that came into their 
mind.  The pupils all followed his instructions, dutifully; and I waited 
for the next phase of the lesson.

The young lad took out of a briefcase a pair of orchestral cymbals, 
and then bashed them together zealously.  The first pupil to respond 
to  the  student's  request  to  say  what  he  had  written  was  rather 
diffident,  but  the  student  persisted,  and  the  pupil  shyly  iterated, 
“bloody 'ell!”  Needless to say, uproar followed and great delight as 
such.  Calm was soon restored and a competent lesson emerged. 
“Out of the mouths ... ”

When  working  in  the  English  College  in  Prague  in  the  Czech 
Republic, for part of a year I was involved in preparation for external 
examination  in  Music.   I  was  playing  a  recording  of  the  Tenth 
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Symphony of  Shostakovich  with  a  particular  class.   The second 
movement is, allegedly, the composer's views on and feelings about 
Joseph  Stalin  and  without  telling  the  students  this  historical 
assessment after the movement finished, I asked them to tell me 
what  impression  it  had  made  on  them.   Inevitably,  as  the 
'movement'  to  many  would  sound  a  cacophonous  din,  several 
responses were predictable: 'a bloody row' ... 'a load of noise' ... but 
one comment really caught my attention.  Seriously and openly, one 
young boy said “Sir, it sounds just like my mother and father, when 
they read my end-of-term reports.”  Again, “out of the mouths ... ”

At approaching 81 years of age, I can look back on well-nigh fifty-
five years in education.  It has been good to me.  I hope I have, 
over  a  long and not  uneventful  career,  contributed something of 
value, and instilled values of worth along the way.

I hope that I have neither patronised nor offended anyone in this 
article;  but  I  have  tried,  with  both  heart  and  mind,  to  convey 
something of Bradbury days as I remember them: and I am truly 
grateful for what Bradbury meant to me.

Unfortunately,  I  have  little  appetite  for  and  skills  with  modern 
technology; the fault is mine and I blame no-one!  However, I enjoy 
putting pen to paper; and if anyone reading or being advised of my 
recollections and remembrances would like to make contact,  the 
'snail mail' address is P.O. Box 61649, 8136 Kato-Paphos, Paphos, 
Cyprus.   This  lovely  island,  apart  from  time-out  in  Papua  New 
Guinea and the Czech Republic,  has been the adopted home of 
Helen, my wife, and myself since 1991.  

My sincere thanks are due to David and Judith Miller, and Helen my 
wife, for much personal kindness and highly professional input. 

Keith Smith (Bradbury, 1963-1969) and in spirit thereafter.

From Paphos, Cyprus
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